AUTO RACING AT NINETY MILES AN HOUR ON CIRCULAR COURSE

ELECTRIC BOLT DIVIDES A HOUSE

THIRD STORM OF THE YEAR SWEEPS RICHMOND, IND.

SEVERAL BUILDINGS DAMAGED

[Special to The Dispatch]

RICHMOND, IND. - The Glidden tour, a great show, came to an end Wednesday, the cup going to the third consecutive run for the Hower A, Stoddard-Dayton, of Baltimore, and E. K. Sheridan, of Kansas City. The cars ran with perfect scores, 100 per cent, and the cup was awarded to the Hower A team. The cars were driven by Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Sheridan, and the passengers were two Haynes cars, and a new automobile owned by Edward Noble, of Kansas City. The car started from the factory at 9:30 a.m., and at 11:30 a.m. the passengers reached the factory, where they were met by Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Sheridan.

Automobile track racing such as has been introduced on the new Brooklands special cement course at Weybridge, England, is believed by many to be the advent of a new form of motor sport. Speed limit on such a course seems to be unlimited and it is likely this racing will prove a severe test for modern internal combustion engines. As a spectator some persons enjoy it more than they do the big long-distance road races. The cars can be kept within constant view and the turns and brakes on the straightaways are most exciting. The accompanying picture shows a view of the recent race meet on the track, when several valuable cups were offered and were competed for by some of the noted automobile racing drivers of Europe.

[Special to The Dispatch]

Electric Bolt Divides a House

[Special to The Dispatch]

NEWCASTLE, Ind. - A queer freak yesterday afternoon, when a bolt of lightning struck a large tree and fell to the ground. The lightning split the tree in two, and the bolt went down through it. The tree was stripped of bark, leaves, and branches. The animal, of the presence of which there is some doubt, seemed to jump from the tree and fell to the ground. The lightning ran through the tree and into the ground, and killed the horse in the barn. Mrs. Blood's house was severely damaged.

Killed the Horse

[Special to The Dispatch]

HAMPTON, Ohio - A heavy storm last evening caused a great deal of damage in the country districts of this county. The lightning struck a house, and killed the horse in the barn.
AUTOS TO COME BY RAIL

GREAT SHOW

END OF RUN

[Special to The Times-

RICHMOND, Ind. -- Electrical disturbance in the city for several years after a severe storm of the 20th. The buildings were struck with lightning. Edwin Truesdell in the town of Forth, his roof and upper story burned away. Much of the town was however, was saved by a blood's loss being covered by insurance. The damage at the corner of Richmond Street and Main Street was believed to be great. The machinery for more than one building was damaged. At the publishing shop in East Market Street the Farmington Bank on Park Avenue was completely damaged. The establishment was the salt of the town. The trees were damaged to a considerable degree.

SCARED A DOG

Electric Bolt Division

A House

[Special to The Times-

NEWCASTLE, Ind. -- A house played a queer role yesterday afternoo in the town of William. A large tree fell on the house and floated the house to the ground. A large New Castle bell went ding-dong, but the animal in the ground was not heard. The lightning rod in the house started it.

Killed the Horse

[Special to The Times-

HAMILTON, Ind. -- A storm last evening caused the death of a horse.
Triumphant March of the Premier

World's Non-Stop Record Performance is Followed by a Victory in the Glidden Tour

The accompanying illustration shows the Premier Pilot Car of the Glidden Tour, which was compelled at times to do double the work and cover twice as much ground as the contestants in the event to demonstrate the ability of American-made cars. The fact that the Premier was the only car for that particular duty was a distinct compliment to the company and every person interested in the upholstery of Indianapolis. The officials of the tour debated a long time before they made a selection and the record of the car proved their ability to select a machine that would fill the bill.

The persons seated in the car are Ray McNamar, George Wiedly and son and D. H. Lewis, secretary or the tours committee of the A. A. A.

A perfect score in 1,500 miles of racing road work such as the Glidden Tour is additional proof that the $2,200 Premier gives all the service that could be bought for double the price.

The performance of the Premier Touring Car was noteworthy in many wise. It was only necessary to use one quart of water in the radiator between Indianapolis and New York. Considering the fact that the route passed through the Allegheny and Blue Ridge mountains and that most of the cars had much greater horsepower, the performance was truly wonderful. At no time during the tour was it laid up for repairs. The men in the car are J. W. Moore, driving; H. O. Smith and A. R. King.

The Premier Car has proved again that it is the best car in the market for the money and far better than many that sell at figures much higher.

The Glidden Tour was one of endurance and not a race, as some imagine. The fact that the Premier Pilot and Touring Car contests went through the ordeal and came out with perfect scores proved the fact that a Premier is worth far more than $2,200, the purchase price. It can be truthfully said that the Premier covered more miles with less effort than any of the other cars because of its ability to traverse good, level, rough and hilly roads at an almost uniform speed—a thing cars of much greater horsepower did not do.

The excellence of its construction was brought to notice in such a way that proving to the public that it is the best car on the market, by the record of the Touring Car in the non-stop event.

We would be glad to demonstrate duplicates of these wonderful cars on which you may get prompt delivery at no increase in price.

For Sale by

GIBSON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY "The Motor"
238 Massachusetts Avenue
Phones: Main 232, New 233

Tickets To Beech Grove

Sunday, July 30th, 1907
Return 3 p.m.
A trip to see the progress of the Beech Grove Fair.
Call at office between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. before Sunday and get free ticket.